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his variety show was much anticipated, as his
future black audience would see their first glimpse
of a white man who had recorded the blues. nat
king cole and his orchestra have also done a
number of r&b sides which were never released
on a record album, the main reason being that
columbia executives did not think they would sell
well. nat king cole and his orchestra made an
excellent decision, for these recordings are
wonderful examples of the authentic r&b sound
that nat king cole captured on his superb 1957
album, the groovin & goin' places. rising star a
collection of six songs with subtle hints of blues,
r&b, and soul. they are equally polished and
dance-oriented and showcase cole's skills as a
pianist and vocalist. this album is a perfect
introduction to nat's unique vocal style, and is
sure to be a favorite among jazz and blues fans.
aww, shucks: cole's version of the title song of the
1954 film by the same name, is a smooth and
often smooth swing tune, and a fine choice for a
singer who can really swing. the album includes
four cole singles, including the title song, as well
as an unreleased tune recorded in 1955. cole also
had a few country hits, and his 1956 album, the
nat king cole trio, features some solid country "b"
sides. cole's smooth and light-footed approach to
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pop and r&b is most evident on this album. this
classic jazz standard is jazz at its most diverse.
cole excels in the vocals of the song, interpreting
it in a way that gives it a new life. nat king cole
and his orchestra take on the title song from the
film of the same name. and the bluesy version of
"shake, rattle & roll" is a great listen.
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a classic, cole re-recorded the song in 1999, and
he was backed by a super-group of top-notch

session musicians. the track was released as a
single and in a version on the album three by cole.

his version reached no.34 on the billboards hot
100, and it was nominated for a grammy award. in

1939, nat king cole left a jazz band and started
touring with a ragtime band led by duke ellington.
he debuted with duke ellington at carnegie hall in

the fall of 1940. he had his first hit song, too
marvelous for words, in 1942. nat king cole was
one of the best artists of the swing era, and his
range, his melodic sense and his vocal control

were formidable. his compositions included
several standards (such as georgia on my mind
and this time the dream's on me) and several
novelty songs (including i believe i can fly). his
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style was a fusion of singing and playing. in 1947,
he joined billy eckstine's orchestra and continued
to record with eckstine until eckstine's death in

1969. in 1954, cole joined billie holliday's
ensemble, the moonglows, and toured with them
for seven years, making over 100 recordings with
them. with the moonglows, cole wrote the songs
for the 1956 musical the willies. he started his

own label, king records, in 1959, where he
recorded and released music for the rest of his
career. in the 1960s, cole's trademark was a

smooth, velvety, tenor voice with a distinctive
vibrato. in the late 1960s, he recorded with the

first edition, a band led by guitarist jimmy smith.
in the 1970s, he recorded with the meters, blues

magoos, and anita o'day. he was inducted into the
songwriters hall of fame in 1983 and the rock &

roll hall of fame in 1987. cole won his only
grammy award for best traditional pop vocal

performance for his tribute to duke ellington, we
called it music. cole suffered a stroke in 1993, and

retired from performing. 5ec8ef588b
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